Worldwide Birman Only Virtual Cat Show Fundraiser

Lockdown Kitten Final

Roger Boiselle

Thank you to our sponsors:

- Platinum Sponsor: Barmar Birmans
- Platinum Sponsor: Love Belle!
- Platinum Sponsor: Bria Fund
- Platinum Sponsor: Thank you to Platinum Sponsor!
- Platinum Sponsor: Sun-Silk Birmans
- Gold Sponsor: Birkist Birmans
- Silver Sponsor: Kittahlu Birmans
- Silver Sponsor: Love, Obi
- Silver Sponsor: Saskattery Birmans

Thank you to all our judges:

- Roger Boiselle—CCA
- Nicki Fenwick-Raven—TICA (UK)
- Satu Hämäläinen—FIFE (FI)
- Andreas Kretschmer-Kraiczek—TICA (GER)
- Judy Lewis—ACF (AU)
- Brenda Neukircher—WCF (ZA)
- Jeri Zottoli—CFA (USA)
- Trisha Seifried—Guest Judge (USA)

Thank you for supporting our charities:

- The Birman Heart Study
- The Bria Fund
- NBF Birman Rescue
Worldwide Birman Only Virtual Cat Show Fundraiser

10th Best Lockdown Kitten

#11-Kittablu Remy Martin
Kittablu Birmans
Central New Mexico, USA
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9th Best Lockdown Kitten

#6-Birquest Repo Man of NewBir
L. Newell
Fort Worth, TX, USA
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8th Best Lockdown Kitten

#2- Bergasens Clarity
L. Mandre
Nacka, Sweden
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7th Best Lockdown Kitten

#1—Barmar’s Renegade of Caleita
Caleita Birmans
Xenia, OH, USA
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6th Best Lockdown Kitten

#5-Ramazzotti King of ICEFIRE
ICEFIRE Birmans
St Gallen, Switzerland
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5th Best Lockdown Kitten

#13-Sun-Silk Ray Ray
Sun-Silk Birmans
New England, USA
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4th Best
Lockdown Kitten

#7-Bergasens Carat
L. Mandre
Nacka, Sweden
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3rd Best Lockdown Kitten

#8-Barmar’s Raindrop
Barmar Birmans
Xenia, OH, USA
Worldwide Birman Only Virtual Cat Show Fundraiser

2nd Best Lockdown Kitten

#9-NO*Lunarlights Bellatrix
S. Rødsjø
Sør-Trøndelag, Norway
Worldwide Birman Only Virtual Cat Show Fundraiser

Best Lockdown Kitten

#3 - Queen Elizabeth of ICEFIRE
ICEFIRE Birmans
St Gallen, Switzerland